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 “What time is it, I mean to say where am I, I mean to say where have I 
 gone - I don’t know anymore, in this instant when I call out to myself,   
 where I’m passing or where I’m going.”

 ~ Hélène Cixous, “What is it O’Clock? Or the Door (We Never Enter),”
 Stigmata: Escaping Texts.

“ikaw gapugos pagbuklad  “you are breaking open s
a maitom ug gunsongong  the dark and coarse
yuta nga ang kasing-kasing earth whose heart 
kahilitan.”   is a desert.”

 ~Hi-D Palapar, “Alang sa Ninglangyaw, Gikan sa Naghuwat”

   “‘Reverse migration. . .’ Is psychotic.”

   ~Bhanu Kapil, Schizophrene
   [In July 2013, I ask her to sign my copy. She quotes the  
   above from her book, then writes next to it:  DISCUSS.]





MARILYN

Prelude: Emigrant Notes on Possession

Part I: Tesserae

Interlude: Suturing Techniques

Part II: An Architecture of Doorways

Appendix: Notes towards Tesserae
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PRELUDE:  EMIGRANT NOTES on POSSESSION
written after lighting my “Resident Alien” card on fire

1.  Two days after turning 8 years old, the papers were signed and she left her name. 
When she left her name, she left her country.

2.  For an emigrant a desire line is a kind of violence that masks loneliness. 
How the body appears whole but is secretly – suspended – mid flight – a hand that stops a 

plucked string from making sound.

3.  Sometimes the only choice is to flee or to merge. 
To flee is to dissociate. To merge is a kind of possession.

4.  For example, as an adult, she traveled the Silk Road from Rome to Istanbul. 
Gave away her fingers and toes to lovers until she had none.

5.  Once she found her mother’s handwritten signature and right thumbmark forgotten in 
the back of a closet. Immediately she bought a black inkpad. 

Made marks all over the paper. How there might be similarities in the looped lines. 
How shadows make the light tangible.

6.  Identity is a Freudian slip. She says, “hold me.” He says, “what are you hungry for.”

7.  She puts her thumb on top of her mother’s thumbmark. On an inhale. Her body slips 
through time and into hers. All at once she understands 

how orphan children are never born. How they – simply – appear.

8.  She stares at him. The way she stares at people when she can’t understand what they’re 
saying and tries to fill in the gaps instead of asking them to repeat themselves.

9.  Could we converse instead in color and brushstrokes? For example, mix burnt Siena 
and white. Take a palette knife. Make dark marks that dent the blank canvas.

10.  Yesterday, she made a tea her mother used to make. Put it in a pint-sized mason jar. 
Put it on her tongue. To drink. Instead. She drank a memory.

11.  It tasted of Sulawesi sea salt and a bloody handprint. Smeared across white washed 
walls. A crimson line on cobblestone dragged out the back gate of the courtyard. 

Afterwards, she threw the mason jar in the alleyway. 
It stopped – mid flight – it did not shatter. It did not sound.

///   EMIGRANT NOTES ON POSSESSION  |      ///



Fig 1.1

My wanting is not the grid’s wanting.

tes.ser.a: (pl. tesserae) a small tile or glass used in making a mosaic.
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voice:   a   sound 
produced in the 
larynx and uttered 
through the mouth of 
the living to express 
something in words.



TUESDAY

It started with walking. But I wonder if most things start with walking. 

Walking. Towards red. The catalyst.

Fear.

Not finding red. Instead. Abyss. Abysmal. A bay. A bahay. A bahay kubo. In 
Cebuano,  this  means  “house-cube.”  It  is  a  house-on-stilts.  My  friend’s  uncle won’t 
leave the bamboo house-on-stilts.

Where am I going? I am getting there.
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In the jungle there is a foreboding that surrounds a sentence. It lactates. It drowns.

They say that by the time a child is one year old her brain has been wired to know

and understand only the phonemes of the language that surrounds her.

I spent eight years in speech therapy learning how English letters and words should be 
formed in my mouth. Hollow. The tip of the tongue placed behind the back of the top teeth. 
Bared. Legs - I mean, lips - spread. A slight vibration as the air pushes out. Unlike Tagalog, 
the ‘S’ is voiceless. Like the /s/ in ‘self.’ Or ‘citizen.’

But what if you have something to say and can’t understand an English tongue? 

A barefoot girl in a black dress twirls in the moonshine.

Will English never be mine?

///   TESSERAE  |  17     ///



Last night I cried myself to sleep. Dreamt I was barefoot on red soil. Climbing a balete tree. 
Someone called my name: Marilyn. A tin roof and no windows. To keep the cool inside.  
Humidity out. Humility. Tropical architecture is tricky.

In 2011, I returned to the Philippines. Took a 14-hour ferry from Cebu to Iloilo, then  
a 15-minute  pumpboat  to  Guimaras.  Where  they  are  famous  for  their mangos. 
They trade them. Below a 20-foot cross that lights up at night.
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This man. I picked him up in a basement bar. Fervent with theatre lights. He wants to know 
more about this relationship. To place. To place something. To find place. To find self in 
place. To self. To identity. To water. To family. To mangos.

Yes, I desire to know more too. 

I hate mangos.

///   TESSERAE  | 19      ///



Meeeennngggooooohhhh. That is how my friend says it. She is a writer from Cebu. Met her 
for the first time while living in Italy, having won a scholarship to study fine arts on the 
outskirts of Pistoia. And later, in Greece. On a beautiful island called Paros. Five hours by 
ferry from Athens. Reminds me of Manila. Gritty.
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In Athens, we dance with transients in Monasteraki. We bum cigarettes. And Mythos, a 
kind of beer. Children hold out an empty palm and a yellow rose. They ask: Tha thélate na 
agorásete éna louloúdi? Would you like to buy a flower? It is late, but they are not allowed to 
go home until the roses are sold. We cannot afford to pay them.

Malakas. The first Greek word I learned. It means ‘bastard.’ 
But in Tagalog it means ‘one who is strong.’

The children fall asleep in our laps.

///   TESSERAE  |  21      ///



In 2011, my friend invited me to the Philippines to stay with her and her family. I was 
afraid, but went anyway. Alone. From Chicago to Toronto. Toronto to Hong Kong. 
Hong Kong to Manila. Manila to Cebu. My first time back since leaving.

It was important. To leave alone and to return alone. The first time I left, I left alone.
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Pagtatanim ng Binhi/ Planting the Seeds1

A Personal Inquiry

In January 2013, having just returned from celebrating the holidays with some of my 
dad’s family in England, I walked into the first day of Bhanu Kapil’s Experimental Prose 
class full of suspicion and reverse culture shock. As way to approach our first text, she 
asked us to walk towards red and gather notes. Though initially a failure, I came away 
from this with a fragment: “my wanting is not the grid’s wanting.” How the city is set up 
to control one’s movements through it. How institutions are made not for the immigrants 
and orphans that move through them, but for the sake of efficiency. Unbeknownst to 
me, it became the groundwork for a journey through dreamtime and a question asked 
months later after stumbling upon Bernard Tschumi’s “The Architectural Paradox.” I 
wondered: what is the difference between the architecture [institution] itself and the body 
that moves through it?

Within the following two weeks of that walk, I had my first of many defining moments 
and met a Shaman in a coffee shop. Having recently begun reading Kapil’s Schizophrene, 
the book was sitting on the table. The Shaman noticed it and shared her own person-
al experience with schizophrenia and immigration. In turn, I shared my immigration/ 
adoption story from the Philippines and showed her how, in the middle of my palm, the 
leaves of a balete tree can transform into birds. She brought my birth mother’s spirit into 
the room, hugged me and said, “names change and it’s okay. I’m living my third name and 
you’re walking towards your first.” During the entire three or so hours we chatted, no one 
entered the coffee shop and I had moments where I thought perhaps I am hallucinating 
the whole thing. Before she left, she said that if I ever needed her again to go up into 
the mountains, shout her name and ask my question(s). But every time I go I doubt her 
existence and the questions get caught in my throat. If I had the courage, I would shout 
towards the heavens: where am I from and whom do I look like?

Origin Story

Five hours by ferry from mainland Athens, at a bar called Meltemi, I tried to comfort 
a friend who then turned to me all glass eyed and said, “you’ll never understand the 
pressures parents put on their children. You don’t have parents. Your family isn’t your real 

1 The Tagalog phrase, Pagtatanim ng Binhi, means “planting the seeds,” and was the title of the first full 
day of the 2nd International Babaylan Conference held in Westminster Woods near Occidental, Sonoma 
County, California from 27 Sept. through 29 Sept. 2013. The second full day was titled Anihan, which 
means “harvest,” or “gathering the seeds.” The conference itself was called Katutubong Binhi/ Native Seeds: 
Myths and Stories that Feed our Indigenous Soul.
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family.” Although such comments are not foreign to me, I have never had someone close 
to me say something like this. Speechless, I slammed my beer on the table and walked 
out across the ring road to the coastline. Watching the evening ferry to Athens disappear 
into a sea of blackness, I felt the return of the age old question of nurture versus nature. I 
remembered Ireland.

It was not until high school that I truly felt different from my family. Nine of us, from my 
(adopted) mother’s side, went to Ireland to research family roots. We traced the entire pe-
rimeter, starting in Dublin, then going north near Ballintoy in N. Ireland, west to Galway, 
south to Blarney and up again to Dublin. We visited the remnants of an old castle that 
supposedly belonged to one of our ancestors. My cousin, eleven at the time, cried and said, 
“this is where we come from. Can you feel it? The land.” And I also cried, told her yes, but 
secretly felt shocked I did not feel the same connection, that my body did not respond to 
the land the same way. Then, a few years later, while living in Greece, a Filipina poet and 
neighbor said, “you’ve never returned to the Philippines?” and invited me to go stay with 
her and her family. And a year after that, I returned for the first time and upon stepping off 
the plane at once understood what it was my cousin had felt in Ireland. How the humidity 
hit my face. How the ground hummed.

In Journey of the Adopted Self: A Quest for Wholeness2, Betty Jean Lifton recalls a story 
told to her by an adopted woman named Lee. Lee says, “the story about who we are is a 
sacred story. When people take it or keep it from us, they rob us of ourselves. They destroy 
the most sacred thing of all. They kill our Source.” She continues on to share the cultural 
tradition of adoption in Native American society, which she had learned from recently 
working on a reservation:

“if you rear someone else’s child and that child is of the Bear Clan and you’re of the Turtle 
Clan, you’ve got to tell him what it means to be of the Bear Clan. He’s got to be given a 
name that fits with Bear Clan customs. He’s got to know that he’s got his whole identity 
and that identity goes right back to the myth, right back to the beginning of time.”3

These stories not only tell us who we are but also connects us to something bigger: our 
indigenous memory and spiritual heritage. It places us in the great cosmic wheel.4

2 Betty Jean Lifton, Journey of the Adopted Self: A Quest for Wholeness (New York, NY: Basic, 1994), 37.
3 Ibid, 37 38.
4 In The Man Made of Words: Essays, Stories, Passages, N. Scott Momaday describes a pilgrimage tracing his 
native Kiowa roots across North America. In the Bighorn Mountains, near the Montana Wyoming border, is 
a Medicine Wheel fifty feet in diameter. He writes: “We do not know as a matter of fact who made this wheel 
or to what purpose. [...] What we know without doubt is that it is a sacred expression, an equation of man’s 
relation to the cosmos” (120).
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Notes on Trauma and Architecture

Throughout this project, I have been thinking about trauma and institutions. During 
research into attachment theory and its relationship to time spent in the child welfare 
system, I stumbled upon a book titled Healing Developmental Trauma: How Early Trau-
ma Affects Self  Regulation, Self Image, and the Capacity for Relationship by Laurence Hell-
er, PhD, and Aline LaPierre, PsyD. They introduce the NeuroAffective Relational Model 
(NARM), a simultaneous top down, bottom up, somatic psychotherapeutic model that 
builds upon Peter Levine’s work on somatic experiencing.5

Studies in developmental trauma show a relationship between early neglect and its nega-
tive effects on brain development, the nervous system, and the endocrine system. There is 
a direct correlational relationship between time spent in an orphanage and/or foster care, 
and the child’s reactivity and sensitivity to emotional information, sensory stimulation, 
and anxiety levels6 [sometimes (mis)diagnosed as attachment disorder or institutional 
autism].7 And because this early trauma occurs before the brain is fully developed, the 
memories are stored implicitly as immobilized energy.8 The consequences include disso-
ciation, including numbing, splitting and fragmentation; freezing; contraction and with-
drawal; and the inability to connect to the self and others.

To move towards connection, NARM introduces NeuroAffective Touch, a physical and 
direct contact approach combined with somatic conversations between the client and the 
therapist. In a TINGE Magazine interview, Bhanu Kapil says, “In Schizophrene I wanted, 
too, to think about how[...] a touch that repeats, [...] a light touch — is healing, too. It can 
bring you back.”9 But what if, due to experience, one learns not to trust touch? What if, 
even if she desires touch, she recoils from it?

On 13 October 2013, Kapil led a workshop in Loveland, Colorado on bibliomancy, a div-
inatory art where one meditates on a question, closes her eyes, orients to a book and then 
points to a passage in it. During the meditation, I asked “how do I continue?” and saw a 
leaf with a black center and shimmery edges. When I oriented to the book, I thought I 
was orienting to the section on science, but ended up in a section on spirituality and grief.              

5 I first learned of Levine and his work in Bhanu Kapil’s Experimental Prose class in Spring 2013. To learn 
about somatic experiencing, refer to Levine’s book, Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma : The Innate Capacity to 
Transform Overwhelming Experiences (Berkeley, CA: North Atlantic, 1997).
6 Nim Tottenham, “Human Amygdala Development in the Absence of Species  Expected Caregiving” (Los 
Angeles: Wiley Periodicals, Inc., 2011).
7 Boris Gindis, Ph.D., LP, “Institutional Autism in Children Adopted Internationally: Myth or Reality?” (Inter-
national Journal of Special Education, Vol. 23, No. 3, 2008), 118  123.
8 Levine, 20 22.
9 “An Interview with Bhanu Kapil.” Interview by Stephanie Luczajko. TINGE Magazine, Issue 2, Fall 2011. Web. 
18 Nov. 2013. <http://www.tingemagazine.org/an interview with bhanu kapi/>.
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The hardcover book, When Women Were Birds by Terry Tempest Williams, was propped 
up on a bookstand and I felt it staring right into me. I pointed to the passage that read:

“A mother and daughter are an edge. Edges are ecotones, transitional zones, places of dan-
ger or opportunity. House dwelling tension. When I stand on the edge of the land and sea, 
I feel this tension, this fluid line of transition.”10

Though unsure what this meant, I knew it was important. Within the past year, one of 
my childhood spirit animals, the crow, had returned in a significant way to my life and in 
addition, I had been unsuccessfully writing about the birth mother/daughter relationship 
since the beginning of my journey at Naropa University. Cixous asks, “Why is it so difficult 
to write?”11 Supposing that the act of writing is an architectural site, Bernard Tschumi an-
swers: “Architecture is the ultimate erotic act. Carry it to excess and it will reveal both the 
traces of reason and the sensual experience of space. Simultaneously.” 12 In other words, 
as Elizabeth Grosz writes, “the fabrication of space [is where] sensations may emerge.”13 
The frame reveals sensations and, because trauma is “held in the nervous system, not the 
event,”14 these sensations give rise to traumatic memory stored implicitly. As such, I fear 
certain memories might become explicit and therefore recoiled, subconsciously sabotag-
ing my own writing.

In “Mourning and Its Relation to Manic Depressive States,” Melanie Klein states, “When 
the depressive position arises, the ego is forced [...] to develop methods of defence which 
are essentially directed against the ‘pining’ for the love object.”15 How desire and anger are 
siblings. Anger as a defence mechanism against grief. How I want my birth mother, but re-
fuse and resist becoming her. And how, in the refusal, I unintentionally mirrored her. The 
blackness16 of the sea is also the trace of ancestral trauma inherited through mitochondrial 
DNA, the umbilical cord. How we are left to process it through subconscious reenactment 
and thereby ancestral trauma becomes personal. The need to discharge the growing, yet 
immobilized energy becomes even more urgent and necessary. Desire overcomes fear.

But how is this done? How do I continue?

10 Terry Tempest Williams, When Women Were Birds: Fifty four Variations on Voice (New York: Sarah 
Crichton, 2012), 20.
11 Cixous, 107.
12 Bernard Tschumi, Advertisements for Architecture (1975).
13 Elizabeth Grosz, Chaos, Territory, Art: Deleuze and the Framing of the Earth (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2008), 12.
14 From a lecture by guest Laura Campbell, M.A. Transpersonal Counseling Psychology, an advanced practi-
tioner of somatic experiencing. She visited Bhanu Kapil’s “Experimental Prose” class on 11 March 2013.
15 Melanie Klein, “Mourning and Its Relation to Manic Depressive States,” Essential Papers on Object Loss, 
by Rita V. Frankiel (New York: New York UP, 1994), 95 122.
16 From Hélène Cixous’ Stigmata: Escaping Texts: “I say blackness, and not: black. Blackness isn’t black. It is 
the last degree of reds. The secret blood of reds” (4).\\\
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Anihan/ Gathering the Seeds
Ariadne’s Thread17

I do not remember years, but I do remember three labyrinths. The first was in Milwau-
kee, Wisconsin. I was 22 or 23 years old and participating in a women’s only creative 
healing support group. The green duct tape was strategically placed on the floor of a 
gym. Music played in the background.

One of the group facilitators explained that a labyrinth was different from a maze. A 
labyrinth is meant to guide; a maze is meant to confuse. This was a test in trusting the 
labyrinth. We were to write what we wanted to let go of on a slip of paper and meditate 
on it as we walked to the middle where we burned it. Then walk out. As an act of ca-
tharsis, I wrote “anger” and burned it easily, but on my way out I panicked. The singer 
on the audio cd was singing something about coming home and, as someone who has 
moved and traveled several times across countries and continents, I felt split. What or to 
which home did this singer refer? Catharsis, but then what? And so the labyrinth became 
the thing to figure out and a trope, a word that comes from the Greek τρόπος (tropos), 
meaning “way” or “direction,” towards home, wherever that may be. I began wearing a 
labyrinth pendant on a black cord around my neck until, at 25, I came upon my second 
labyrinth.

I was living in Paroikia, a port town on Paros, a cycladic island in the middle of the Ae-
gean Sea, in attempt to avoid a graduate degree in creative writing at Naropa University. 
I had recently learned how one might weave the wind into a blanket to keep warm and 
thus felt safe when caught between the meltemi, a dry northerly wind often blamed 
for the increase of depression and suicide; and the scirocco, a harsh and humid wind 
carrying red dust from Morocco to Italy, often blamed for crimes of passion. I planned 
to take the ferry to Crete, famous for its stories of the labyrinth and the Minotaur, after 
a fisherman tenderizing octopi by slamming it against Parian marble told me the story 
of Ariadne and Theseus: Ariadne’s father, King Minos of Crete, had Daedalus build a 
labyrinth to hide the Minotaur, a half man half bull offspring of Minos’ wife Pasiphae 
and a bull. Every nine years, King Minos sent seven men and women to the Minotaur as 
sacrifice. One year, an Athenian named Theseus volunteered to slay the Minotaur and 
Ariadne, in love with him, gave him a spool of thread to unwind through the labyrinth 
so he could find his way back out.

17 Three times I have encountered the thread during my journey at Naropa University: first, in the classroom 
as part of Bhanu Kapil’s practice with red thread; second, in Cecilia Vicuña’s workshop during Week Four of 
Naropa’s 2013 Summer Writing Program; and third, just after Christmas 2013, while contemplating the lab-
yrinth (via Cixous and Tschumi), I encountered BBC’s new show, Atlantis. The pilot episode was a remixing 
of the tale of Ariadne and Theseus, a story I’ve only heard once before from a fisherman in Greece. I began 
to think about the labyrinths, in the traditional sense of the word, that have made a lasting impression in my 
life.
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Because of previous experience with the labyrinth, this story moved me and I desperately 
wanted to see the myth’s origin site. However, standing outside of the Cave of the Nymphs 
on the day I was to leave, I brought my hand up to touch my labyrinth pendant and found 
it had fallen off. I took this as a sign and did not go.

Then, three years later, after turning 28, I came upon my third labyrinth during the 2nd 
International Babaylan Conference. Geared towards Filipinos in the diaspora and allies, 
this conference focused on katutubong binhi (native seeds), in particular, indigenous sto-
rytelling and mythmaking (i.e. dream space). Skipping one of the presentations, I put on 
my Kalinga clothes and hiked along the creek with a new diwata  inspired friend until we 
reached the labyrinth. Feeling ill equipped, I did not enter. Instead I watched my friend 
walk the whorls and looped lines as if the labyrinth were a thumbmark of a forgotten 
cultural heritage.

In hindsight, I wonder now about the significance of dream space. If it is true that, as 
Bernard Tschumi writes, “the labyrinth is such that it entertains dreams,”18 and that, as 
Hélène Cixous writes, the “text is a labyrinth,”19 then what are these dream spaces and 
what role do they play in our immigrant narratives? As a child, I quite often live(d) in 
dreamed up spaces and, having participated in the Babaylan Conference, I know there 
are others who live(d) similarly. Why do we create these dream spaces? Why are they 
so prevalent in our narratives? I think it is not only a way to make trauma bearable, 
but also allows us to journey to the center of the labyrinth and face the Minotaur (the 
blackness in the center of the leaf with shimmery edges). This journey, a spiral dance, 
is a re membering of the body, or a weaving between fragmented memories and stories 
with which we must reconcile. It is only after that we can return. Can we return? Tschumi 
writes, “The dark corners of experience are not unlike a labyrinth, where all sensations, 
all feelings are enhanced, but where no overview is present to provide a clue about how to 
get out.”20 How do we get out? Per the story of Ariadne, Cixous writes,
 
 “one must enter the labyrinth of a text with a thread.”21

What does this thread look like? I believe the truest thread is unique to each person. In 
Bhanu Kapil’s Schizophrene, it is “light touch.” For me, it is through the stories embedded 
in my birth surname, Malinao. During my journey, starting with the return trip to the 
Philippines in 2011 through to the end of my time at Naropa, I have learned that Alinao 
is a town that lies between Lagonoy Gulf to the east and Mount Malinao, a volcano, to the 

18 Bernard Tschumi, “The Architectural Paradox,” Studio International (September O ctober 1975). 19 
Cixous, 139.
20 Tschumi. See: above.
21 Cixous, 139.
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west in the province of Albay. Malinao has two stories: first, it is a portmanteau of ma 
alinao, which means “an abundance of alinao.” A native plant, alinao is a small shrub or 
tree with small pale blue flowers and purplish- red berries. I tried to find out more but 
it disappears from books around the turn of the last century. It is last mentioned in A 
Dictionary of the Plant Names of the Philippine Islands compiled by botanist Elmer D. 
Merrill,22 and printed by the newly established government in 1903. Incidentally, this is 
also around the time of the Spanish American War of 1898, in which the United States 
won thus gaining the Philippines as a territory, and the subsequent Philippine American 
War, which lasted from 1899 to 1902.

The second meaning of Malinao is “clear.” The story follows that Arimaonga, the lion of 
the sky, attempts to swallow the moon during a lunar eclipse. While my ancestors dance 
and play drums to scare him away, the Moros cross the sea with their barongs stained 
red and kill all but seven women. The Moros rape, then take the women on their out-
rigger canoe. Wishing to die rather than become slaves, the women sing canticles. And 
in these canticles are such ‘clear thoughts’ (in local bikol naga: malinao na isip) the boat 
sinks, their captors drown and from the seafloor rises an island. The surviving women 
climb upon this island and become clairvoyants.

It is through this origin story, my birth culture’s stories and myths, and plant spir-
it dreaming that I can find my ‘way’ (tropos) and reconnect. Anihan, a Tagalog word 
meaning “gathering the seeds,” refers to the harvest during which farmers gather the 
fruits of their labour. I imagine each seed is a tessera (pl. tesserae), an island, one of the 
small tiles of stone or glass that makes up a mosaic, an archipelago. And I imagine each 
tessera represented by a sentence or a fragment or a memory or a story that makes up 
my narrative. In this project, I attempt to gather seeds. To heal. To dance in and towards 
wholeness.23 This is both my dream space and my thread. I make my way as I go.

      Amanda [Ngoho] Reavey

22 Elmer D Merrill, Dep. of the Interior: Bureau of Gov. Laboratories; A Dictionary of the Native Plant 
Names of the Philippine Islands (Manila: Bureau of Publ. Print., 1903), 5.
23 Agnes Miclat Cacayan, “She Dances in Wholeness,” Babaylan: Filipinos and the Call of the Indigenous. 
By Leny Mendoza Strobel. (Davao City, Philippines: Ateneo De Davao University, Research and Publica-
tions Office, 2010), 119.
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THIS is not a fixed entity. 

The name “The Operating System” was chosen to speak to an understanding of the self as 
a constantly evolving organism, which just like any other system needs to learn to adapt if 
it is to survive. Just like your computer, you need to be “updating your software” frequently, 
as your patterns and habits no longer serve you.

What is The Operating System? An ongoing experiment in resilient creative practice 
which morphs as its conditions and collaborators change. It is not a magazine, a website, 
or a press, but rather an ongoing dialogue ABOUT the act of publishing on and offline: 
it is an exercise in the use and design of both of these things and their role in our shifting 
cultural landscape, explored THROUGH these things.

Whether on- or off-line, all publishing produced by the The OS can be most accurately 
described as documentation: an archive of creative production and process.  We publish 
to exemplify a belief that people everywhere can train themselves to use self or community 
documentation as the lifeblood of a resilient, independent, successful creative practice. 

We currently publish a spring chapbook series of 4 volumes each year,  read rolling submis-
sions for full length volumes continuously, and print conceptual edited collections of text, 
art, and less easily defined work in “magazine” form. Via a recent alliance with Brooklyn 
Arts Press, all future volumes will now be distributed through SPD.

Our ongoing, online original series, Field Notes and [Re:con]versations, seek to create an 
online home for process dialogue, increasing the value of the work we as creative practi-
tioners are already engaged in, as well as encouraging an open-source peer learning envi-
ronment amongst creators from all mediums.  A publication like the one in your hands is a 
perfect example of the type of extended-value-artifact we seek to nurture into existence 
around performance, exhibit, or other ephemeral creative output via collaboration with a 
diverse range of persons and organizations.

On our platform you’ll also find partnerships with cultural organizations modelling the 
value of archival process documentation -- American Composers Forum, CulturePush, The 
Mycelium School, and 10,000 Poets for Change, to name a few. 120 living poets have written 
tributes to their peers, heroes, and mentors via our three annual Poetry Month 30-posts-in-
30-days “Inspiration, Community, Tradition” series, and 30 more will join us in 2015.

We welcome unsolicited contributions and are actively seeking ongoing partnerships for 
online content that fits THE OS’s mission. ...And funding! 

We are proudly lean and agile, but not too proud to turn away help.

- Lynne DeSilva-Johnson, Founder and Managing Editor

/////THE OPERATING SYSTEM IS A QUESTION, NOT AN ANSWER.
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DOC U MENT
/däky   m   nt/

First meant “instruction” or “evidence,” whether written or not.

Who is responsible for the manufacture of value? 

Based on what supercilious ontology have we landed in a space where we vie against other creative 
people in vain pursuit of the fleeting credibilities of the scarcity economy, rather than freely collab-

orating and sharing openly with each other in ecstatic celebration of MAKING?

While we understand and acknowledge the economic pressures and fear-mongering that threatens 
to dominate and crush the creative impulse, we also believe that now more than ever we have the 

tools to relinquish agency via cooperative means, 
fueled by the fires of the Open Source Movement. 

Looking out across the invisible vistas of that rhizomatic parallel country 
we can begin to see our community beyond constraints,

 in the place where intention meets resilient, proactive, collaborative organization.

Here is a document born of that belief, sown purely of imagination and will. 
When we document we assert. We print to make real, to reify our being there.

When we do so with mindful intention to address our process, 
to open our work to others, to create beauty in words in space, to respect and acknowledge the 

strength of the page we now hold physical, a thing in our hand... 
we remind ourselves that, like Dorothy: we had the power all along, my dears.

 
the PRINT! DOCUMENT SERIES

is a project of
Lynne DeSilva-Johnson, Curator and Editor

produced and published for

the operating system

noun - a piece of written, printed, or electronic matter that provides 
information or evidence or that serves as an official record
verb - record (something) in written, photographic, or other form
synonyms - paper - deed - record - writing - act - instrument

[Middle English, precept, from Old French, from Latin documentum, ex-
ample, proof, from docre, to teach; see dek- in Indo-European roots.]
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